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In this paper, we look at state-based specification notations and how they
may be extended with concepts from object orientation. In particular,
we focus on the Z specification language [ISO00, Spi92] and one of its
object-oriented extensions Object-Z [Smi00, DR00, DRS96]. The state-
based paradigm is introduced in Section 1.1 by specifying an ODP trader
object in Z. Section 1.2 provides an overview of other state-based notations
and Section 1.3 discusses how such notations have been extended to support
object orientation. In Section 1.4, we present a specification of the ODP
trading function in Object-Z.
1.1 The State-Based Paradigm
The state-based specification paradigm is characterized by explicit specifi-
cation of states and implicit specification of system behavior: the behavior
must be deduced from initial states and operations modeling possible state
transitions. This is in contrast to process algebra approaches where system
behavior is explicit and states are implicit, and also differs from algebraic
techniques where both states and behavior are implicitly modeled.
One of the most popular state-based specification notations is Z [ISO00,
Spi92]. Z is based on the mathematics of set theory and first-order pred-
icate logic. It was developed from the work of Abrial et al. [ASM80]
by the Programming Research Group at Oxford University [Sør82, MS84,
Hay93, Spi92, WD96] and is currently undergoing international standard-
ization [ISO00].
A typical Z specification consists of a number of definitions of data struc-
tures used to define the state of the specified system, and a number of
schemas which describe the allowable states, initial states and operations
of the system. In the remainder of this section, we provide an example
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of Z specification through the specification of an ODP trader object. The
specification is based loosely on that in the ODP standard [ISO95].
1.1.1 Modeling state
The state space of a system is modeled in Z by a state schema. Such a
schema declares a number of typed state variables. The types of the state
variables are either basic types, e.g., the set of all integers, or constructed
from basic types. The kinds of constructed types are set types, Cartesian
product types and schema types.
Basic types denoting the set of all integers (denoted Z), the set of all natu-
ral numbers (denoted N) and the set of all strictly positive natural numbers
(denoted N1) are implicitly included in all Z specifications. Other basic types
can be introduced into a specification as given sets. For example, to specify
an ODP trader object, we require two given sets: the set of all properties
that a service may be associated with, and the set of all identifiers of service
offers. The latter is needed to ensure that service offers can be identified
unambiguously. These given sets are introduced into our specification by
the following notation.
[ServiceProperty ,ServiceOfferIdentifier ]
The set of properties associated with a particular service is a subset of
the set ServiceProperty . The type of a service is hence defined as a set type
as follows. (PX denotes the powerset of set X , i.e., the set of all subsets of
X including the empty set and the set X itself.)
Service == PServiceProperty
A service offer comprises an identifier and a set of properties corresponding
to a service. Hence, its type can be defined as a Cartesian product type,
i.e., a set of ordered pairs, as follows.
ServiceOffer == ServiceOfferIdentifier × Service
A variable of type ServiceOffer will therefore be a single ordered pair. The
notation introduced so far can also be used to specify the types of variables
whose values are a set of ordered pairs. For example, the type of a set of
service offers satisfying some criteria can be specified as follows.
Criteria == PServiceOffer
Sets of ordered pairs can be used to represent commonly occurring con-
structs such as relations, functions and sequences. For functions, the sets
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must be constrained so that each domain element (occurring in the first
position of an ordered pair) is associated with only a single range element
(occurring in the second position of the ordered pair). For sequences, the
domain elements must range over a contiguous set of natural numbers start-
ing from 1. These numbers denote the position in the sequence of the range
elements.
These additional constraints could be specified in a Z specification using
predicates. However, Z has a number of predefined symbols for such com-
monly occurring constructs. For example, the notation X 7→ Y denotes the
set of all (partial) functions from the set X to the set Y . Similarly, the no-
tation seqX denotes the set of sequences of items from the set X . Hence, we
can specify the type of a function which returns the order in which selected
service offers are to be returned to an importer as follows.
Preference == PServiceOffer 7→ seqServiceOffer
To constrain this definition further so that the returned sequence com-
prises exactly those elements of ServiceOffer in the set, we add to the speci-
fication the following predicate. (ranX and domX return the set of elements
in the domain and range, respectively, of a relation, function or sequence X .
#X returns the number of elements in a set or sequence X .)
∀ p : Preference • (∀ q : dom p • ran(p(q)) = q ∧ #p(q) = #q)
The conjunct ran(p(q)) = q , assures that the elements in the sequence,
i.e., ran(p(q)), are the same as those in the set. The conjunct #p(q) = #q ,
assures that elements from the set appear only once in the sequence.
The final kind of type is a schema type. Schema types are similar to
record types in programming languages. Schemas comprise a number of
typed variables and an optional constraint on these variables. They are
denoted by a named box in which the variable declarations and constraints
are separated by a horizontal line. For example, the type of the trading
policy of an ODP trader object could be specified as follows. (The notation
X → Y denotes the set of total functions from the set X to the set Y .)
TradingPolicy
criteria : Criteria
modify preference : Preference → Preference
∀ p1, p2 : Preference •
modify preference(p1) = p2 ⇒ {s : P criteria} ⊆ dom(p2)
The variable criteria denotes the criteria that service offers must satisfy to
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be offered to an importer. The variable modify preference denotes the way
in which an importer’s preference for ordering of service offers is modified
according to the trader’s policy. This latter variable is constrained by the
schema to ensure that the modified preference orders all sets of service offers
satisfying the criteria.
As previously mentioned, schemas are also used in Z specifications to
model the state space of the specified system. For example, the state space
of an ODP trader object comprises the trader’s policy and a set of service
offers that have been exported to the trader. Each service offer in this
set must have a unique identifier. The trader’s state schema is specified
as follows. (The predefined function first returns the first element of an
ordered pair. The predefined function second , not used here, returns the
second element.)
Trader
policy : TradingPolicy
offers : PServiceOffer
∀ p, q : offers • first(p) = first(q)⇒ p = q
The predicate of a state schema is referred to as a state invariant. In
general, more than one state schema can be used to specify a system. The
partitioning provided by the schemas in such cases can improve the read-
ability of the specification.
1.1.2 Initialization
The initial state space of a system, i.e., those states that the system may be
in before any operations have occurred, is specified in Z by placing further
constraints on the system’s entire state space as defined by the state schemas.
It is modeled by schemas which include the declarations and predicates of
the state schemas. For example, when a trader is in an initial state, no
service offers have been exported. This is specified as follows.
TraderInit
Trader
offers = ∅
The inclusion of the state schema name Trader in the declaration part
of this schema denotes that the declarations and predicates of Trader are
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implicitly included. That is, the schema TraderInit is equivalent to the
following.
TraderInit
policy : TradingPolicy
offers : PServiceOffer
∀ p, q : offers • first(p) = first(q)⇒ p = q
offers = ∅
1.1.3 Operations
The operations of a system model the allowable state changes. They are
also modeled by schemas. The operation schemas are required to relate the
state before the operation, together with any operation inputs, to the state
after the operation, together with any outputs. To do this, Z has a number
of conventions for decorating variables associated with operation schemas.
• An undecorated variable denotes the value of that variable before the
operation.
• A variable denoted with a prime, e.g., offers ′, denotes the value of a
variable after the operation.
• A variable decorated with a query, e.g., new offer?, denotes an input to
the operation.
• A variable decorated with a shriek, e.g., new offer identifier !, denotes an
output to the operation.
Given a state schema S , a schema ∆S is implicitly defined which de-
clares the variables declared in S in both undecorated and primed form,
and constrains both forms of the variables in the same way that they are
constrained in S . For example, the following schema is implicitly included
in our specification of the ODP trader object.
∆Trader
policy , policy ′ : TradingPolicy
offers, offers ′ : PServiceOffer
∀ p, q : offers • first(p) = first(q)⇒ p = q
∀ p, q : offers ′ • first(p) = first(q)⇒ p = q
Including such schemas in operation schemas, enables access to the vari-
ables before and after the operation, and assures that the state invariant
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is maintained. For example, the operation corresponding to the successful
export of a service offer can be specified as follows.
ExportOK
∆Trader
new offer? : ServiceOffer
new offer identifier ! : ServiceOfferIdentifier
(∀ p : offers • first(p) 6= first(new offer?))
offers ′ = offers ∪ {new offer?}
new offer identifier ! = first(new offer?)
policy ′ = policy
This operation has an input new offer? which, according to the first pred-
icate of the schema, has an identifier which is distinct from those already in
the set offers. This input is added to the set offers. The operation also has
an output new offer identifier ! which is equal to the identifier of new offer?.
This is required because the source of the service offer identifier is not stated
in the standard: it may be generated by the trader. The communication of
the identifier in both directions leaves its origin undefined.
The final predicate of ExportOK states that the trader’s policy is un-
changed. This is required since any variable not constrained by the predi-
cates may change to any value consistent with its type. This interpretation
is adopted in Z to allow operations in which values are chosen nondetermin-
istically. Support for nondeterminism is desirable in specifications since a
purely deterministic specification may unnecessarily constrain the choice of
possible system implementations.
To simplify specifying operations which do not change the state of a sys-
tem, given a state schema S , a schema ΞS is implicitly defined. This schema
extends ∆S with the constraint that all primed variables are equal to their
undecorated counterparts. For example, the following schema is implicitly
included in our specification of the ODP trader object.
ΞTrader
∆Trader
policy ′ = policy
offers ′ = offers
It is included in the definition of the following operation schema which
models a successful search for a particular service offer. (Given a schema S
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and a variable s : S , if x is a variable declared in S then s.x denotes the
value of that variable for the schema instance s.)
SearchOK
ΞTrader
criteria? : Criteria
preference? : Preference
search result ! : seq ServiceOffer
let suitable offers == offers ∩ criteria? ∩ policy .criteria;
modified preference == policy .modify preference(preference?) •
search result ! = modified preference(suitable offers)
The operation has two inputs denoting the importer’s criteria and prefer-
ence for ordering of returned service offers. It has a single output denoting
the returned service offers whose value is defined in terms of two local vari-
ables: suitable offers denoting previously exported service offers which sat-
isfy both the importer’s criteria and the trader’s policy, andmodified prefer -
ence denoting the preference for ordering returned service offers based on
the importer’s preference and the trader’s policy.
1.1.4 Preconditions
Associated with each operation schema of a Z specification is an implicit
precondition. If the operation is applied in a state and with inputs such
that its precondition is true, then the state after the operation and the
operation’s outputs are guaranteed to satisfy the operation’s predicate. If
the operation is applied in a state or with inputs which do not satisfy its
precondition, then the resulting state and outputs are undefined.
The precondition of an operation holds for those inputs and states before
the operation for which there exists outputs and states after the opera-
tion satisfying the operation’s predicate. For example, the precondition of
ExportOK is given by the following schema.
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preExportOK
Trader
new offer? : ServiceOffer
∃ policy ′ : TradingPolicy ; offers ′ : PServiceOffer ;
new offer identifier ! : ServiceOfferIdentifier •
(∀ p : offers • first(p) 6= first(new offer?))
offers ′ = offers ∪ {new offer?}
new offer identifier ! = first(new offer?)
policy ′ = policy
The predicate of this schema can be simplified since the existence of
primed variables and outputs satisfying the constraints can be implied by
the constraints on the undecorated and input variables. That is, the pre-
condition of ExportOK is given by the following schema.
preExportOK
Trader
new offer? : ServiceOffer
∀ p : offers • first(p) 6= first(new offer?)
It follows that if ExportOK is applied with an input new offer? whose
service offer identifier, first(new offer?), is equal to that of a service offer
already in the set offers, then the resulting state and outputs are undefined.
The specification, therefore, could be considered inadequate (since the ser-
vice offer identifier may be generated by the exporter who has no access
to the set offers and hence may sometimes generate an identifier that has
already been used). A more robust specification can be given by defining
another schema modeling this error condition and leaving the trader’s state
unchanged.
ExportError
ΞTrader
new offer? : ServiceOffer
∃ p : offers • first(p) = first(new offer?)
The export operation can then be defined using the schema disjunction
operator of Z as follows.
Export =̂ ExportOK ∨ ExportError
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The schema disjunction operator produces a new schema by merging the
declarations of the argument schemas and disjoining their predicates. The
precondition of Export holds, therefore, whether or not the identifier of
new offer? is in offers.
1.1.5 Renement
Z is a notation, rather than a methodology, and as such does not include a
set of refinement rules. However, a number of approaches to refinement in Z
have been proposed. Each of these approaches can be categorized as either
procedural or data refinement.
Procedural refinement is concerned with refining operations. This is done
in such a way that the possible behaviors of a specification, for a given
sequence of operations and inputs, are reduced. This can be achieved by
strengthening operation postconditions, i.e., reducing the nondeterminism
in the defined outcome of operations. It can also be achieved by weaken-
ing operation preconditions, i.e., by making preconditions true more often,
which makes the resulting states and outputs of the operations defined more
often.
The refinement calculus of Morgan [Mor90] introduces a set of rules for the
procedural refinement of specification statements. A specification statement
is of the form
frame : [precondition, postcondition]
where frame is a list of variables which the operation may change, precondi-
tion is a predicate denoting the operation’s precondition, and postcondition
is a predicate denoting the operation’s effect when the precondition holds.
As shown by Woodcock and Davies [WD96], among others, Z operation
schemas can be easily translated to specification statements.
As well as rules for weakening the preconditions and strengthening the
postconditions of specification statements, Morgan’s refinement calculus in-
cludes rules for decomposing specification statements into sequences of sim-
pler statements, and introducing programming language constructs such as
assignments, conditionals and loops.
Data refinement allows, in addition to the refinement of operations, the
representation of the state space of a specification to be changed. It re-
quires the existence of a retrieve relation which maps states of the original
(abstract) specification to states of the new (concrete) specification. The op-
erations of the concrete specification must be procedural refinements of the
abstract operations when this relation is applied to their pre and post-states.
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For example, consider changing the representation of the type TradingPolicy
to include two criteria: a matching criteria and a scope criteria. A service
offer is only offered to an importer when it satisfies both criteria.
TradingPolicy1
matching criteria, scope criteria : Criteria
modify preference : Preference → Preference
∀ p1, p2 : Preference •
modify preference(p1) = p2 ⇒
{s : P(matching criteria ∩ scope criteria)} ⊆ dom(p2)
Let the state schema of the new trader specification be the following.
Trader1
policy1 : TradingPolicy1
offers1 : PServiceOffer
∀ p, q : offers1 • first(p) = first(q)⇒ p = q
The necessary retrieve relation is defined by the schema Retrieve below.
Retrieve
Trader
Trader1
policy .criteria = policy1.matching criteria ∩ policy1.scope criteria
policy .modify preference = policy1.modify preference
offers = offers1
The predicate of this schema relates the state variables of Trader to those
of Trader1. In particular, policy .criteria is equal to the intersection of
policy1.matching criteria and policy1.scope criteria. To complete the data
refinement, the operations would need to be redefined in terms of Trader1
and, in the case of SearchOK , the predicate would need to be modified to re-
flect the use of matching criteria and scope criteria in determining suitable
service offers.
1.2 State-Based Techniques
A number of notations exist for state-based specification. Each, like Z,
explicitly model a system’s state. In this section we provide a brief overview
of a few of these and compare them with Z and each other.
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1.2.1 VDM
VDM (Vienna Development Method) [Jon90, JS90] originated at the IBM
Laboratory in Vienna [BJ78] and was subsequently developed by Bjørner
and Jones [Jon80, BJ82, Jon90]. It is currently undergoing standardization
[ISO93]. VDM differs from Z in that it is a development method, including
rules for developing specifications by data refinement and operation decom-
position, as well as a notation. Furthermore, it is a wide-spectrum technique
having imperative programming constructs as part of the notation. In this
section, however, we will focus on the specification language used in VDM
(referred to as VDM-SL in the VDM standard).
The underlying logic of VDM is 3-valued as opposed to the classical (2-
valued) logic used in Z. This enables undefined values resulting from the
application of a partial function outside its domain to be explicitly treated.
Such undefined values must be avoided in Z, e.g., by explicitly ensuring the
domains of partial functions cover the required values.
Syntactically, the major difference between Z and VDM is that, rather
than schema boxes, VDM uses keywords to delimit different parts of a spec-
ification. These keywords distinguish the different roles of the specification
parts. For example, a VDM specification of the state space of a trader ob-
ject may be specified as follows. (We assume the types TradingPolicy and
ServiceOffer have been suitably defined).
Trader :: policy : TradingPolicy
offers : ServiceOffer-set
inv (mk-Trader(policy , offers)) ∆
(∀ p, q ∈ offers . p.id = q .id ⇒ p = q)
The keyword inv indicates that the predicate following it is an invariant
of the system. The role of the equivalent predicate in the Z specification
was only indicated informally by the accompanying text.
Operations in VDM also have explicit preconditions. While this avoids
the need to derive the precondition, as in Z, it introduces a proof obligation
that the operation is consistent, i.e., that the actual precondition of the
operation is covered by the stated one. In addition, VDM has a module
structure which encapsulates the specification of the state space with the
specification of operations. Hence, it is not necessary to include the state in
the operations as is done in Z using schemas of the form ∆S . Also, VDM
operations explicitly list the variables that they change and hence predicates
such as policy ′ = policy of ExportOK in the Z specification are not required.
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1.2.2 B
The B method [Abr96, SS98] was developed (from early research on Z) by
Abrial and research groups at Oxford University and BP Research, Sunbury,
U.K. Like VDM it is a development method, rather than just a notation,
and is a wide-spectrum technique. It enables refinement down to code in a
single semantic framework. In this section, we will focus on its specification
language B AMN (Abstract Machine Notation).
The underlying logic of B AMN is identical to that of Z. However, syntac-
tically B AMN is closer to VDM since it uses keywords to delimit parts of
specifications and has explicit preconditions and a module structure. The
main difference from both Z and VDM is in the way that B AMN specifies
operations. In order to provide a uniform notation from abstract speci-
fications down to procedural code, it defines operations using a notion of
generalized substitution. Rather than predicates in terms of before and af-
ter values of variables, postconditions are built from basic substitutions, or
assignments, of the form x := e using a selection of constructs. For exam-
ple, the operation ExportOK could be specified as follows. (We assume the
type ServiceOffer has been suitably defined.)
new offer identifier←− export ok(new offer) =̂
PRE new offer ∈ ServiceOffer ∧
(∀p.ident(p) 6= ident(new offer))
THEN
offers := offers ∪ new offer ‖
new offer identifier := ident(new offer)
END
The operation involves two constructs. The first, of the form PRE P
THEN S END, denotes that the operation will behave as S provided the
precondition P holds. As in VDM, the explicit precondition introduces a
proof obligation. The second construct, S1 ‖ S2, denotes that the operation
results in both S1 and S2.
1.2.3 Liskov and Wing notation
The notation of Liskov and Wing[LW93, LW94] was developed primarily
for investigating notions of behavioural subtyping. It is similar to VDM
and B in that it uses keywords to delimit parts of the specification and
has explicit preconditions and a module structure. A module in Liskov
and Wing’s notation, however, corresponds to a type and its properties are
given in terms of instances of that type. It is therefore closer to the notion
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of a class in object-oriented languages than the modules of VDM or B. A
module specification in Liskov and Wing’s notation may also have history
properties, i.e., properties over sequences of states. These are specified using
a constraint clause. For example, the fact that the policy of a trader object
t never changes is captured as follows.
constraint tρ.policy = tψ.policy
Such explicit constraints make proving the subtype relation between mod-
ules simpler. They can also be used to check the correctness of the specifi-
cation by proving the operations maintain the history property.
Modules also have a subtype clause for each of their supertypes. Each
subtype clause relates the module to one of its supertypes using an abstrac-
tion function similar to the retrieve relation used for data refinement in
Z. For example, the fact that a module trader1 based on the the refined
Z specification of Section 1.1.5 is a subtype of a module trader based on
the original Z specification of Section 1.1 is recorded in the specification of
trader1 as follows.
subtype of trader (Import for Search)
∀ t : trader1 . A(t) = 〈mk policy(t .policy), t .offers〉
where mk policy : TradingPolicy1→ TradingPolicy
∀ p : TradingPolicy1
mk policy(p).criteria =
p.matching criteria ∩ p.scope criteria
mk policy(p).modify preference = p.modify preference
A subtype must have at least all of the operations of its supertypes. How-
ever, these operation may be renamed. The above clause indicates that the
Search operation of the type trader has been renamed to Import in trader1.
The explicit inclusion of the abstraction function (A in the above example)
in a specification enables proofs of subtyping to be carried out in a relatively
straightforward manner.
1.3 Object-Oriented Extensions
State-based specification languages are ideal for modeling in an object-
oriented fashion since states and operations (or methods) are central to
both paradigms. In fact, Z has been used without any extension for object-
oriented modeling by Hall [Hal90, Hal94] and Smith [Smi94b]. These ap-
proaches, based on conventions for writing specifications, do not have ex-
plicit notions of encapsulation of state and operations. They must also
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model notions such as object identity explicitly. Furthermore, some con-
ventions, such as that for modeling the effect on a system of a component
object undergoing an operation, are relatively complex.
Therefore, a number of object-oriented extension have been proposed for
Z and VDM [SBC92, LH94]. In this section we provide an overview of how
state-based languages have been extended to incorporate object orientation.
1.3.1 Classes
Syntactically, classes can be incorporated in a state-based language in a
similar fashion to modules in VDM and B. That is, by encapsulating the
specification of a state space with all the operations which can affect its
variables. The difference between classes and modules, however, is that
classes define a set of objects. Individual objects may be declared by using
the class as a type. In this respect, the modules of Liskov and Wing’s
notation can be regarded as classes.
Extensions of VDM and Z incorporating classes include, among others,
VDM++ [Lan95], MooZ [MC90], ZEST [ZS96] and Object-Z [Smi00, DR00].
In the former two languages encapsulation is modeled using keywords, and
in the latter two by extending the schema notation of Z to include a class
schema. In addition to state and operations, classes in VDM++ and ear-
lier versions of Object-Z [DRS96] include means of specifying behavioral
properties of their objects through history properties.
1.3.2 Objects
The notion of objects can be incorporated in a state-based language by using
classes as types. An instance of such a type is either an object or an identifier
of an object. The former interpretation, used in MooZ and ZEST (and origi-
nally in VDM++ and Object-Z), provides a semantics which is closer to that
of the notation being extended. The latter interpretation, used in VDM++
and Object-Z, provides a semantics closer to that of object-oriented pro-
gramming languages where instances of class types are references, or point-
ers, to objects. This removes the need to explicitly model object identities
as is done in the other languages. Furthermore, it facilitates the refinement
of specification to code in an object-oriented programming language and
also enables the direct specification of systems in which object sharing and
mutual reference occur.
Each of the languages has notations for accessing the state of objects and
applying operations to them. This notation generally reflects that used in
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object-oriented programming languages. For example, to apply an operation
Op of class A to an object a : A, the notation a.Op is used in Object-Z.
1.3.3 Subtyping
As illustrated by Liskov and Wing’s approach, behavioural subtyping is
based on (data) refinement in the state-based paradigm. That is, a class A
is a subtype of a class B precisely when it is a refinement of B. This follows
from the observation that both subtyping and refinement require that an
object of class B (the refinement or subtype) be substitutable for an object
of class A.
The definition of behavioural subtyping (also referred to as behavioral
compatibility in the literature), inherently depends on this notion of sub-
stitutability. Hence, it depends on the allowable interactions between an
object and its environment. These are defined by the constructs available
in the specification language [Smi95]. In addition, these interactions depend
on whether objects are regarded as active entities, which perform operations
autonomously, or passive entities, which only perform operations when di-
rected to do so by their environment [BD91, DBS96, Smi94a]. Finally, the
interpretation of an operation’s precondition must be taken into account. In
Object-Z, for example, a precondition corresponds to a guard rather than
a precondition in the Z sense. This means that operations are blocked , i.e.,
cannot occur, outside their preconditions rather than having an undefined
outcome. Hence, precondition weakening is not appropriate as a means of
refinement, and hence subtyping, in Object-Z.
1.3.4 Inheritance
Inheritance is concerned with sharing the structure, i.e., state and opera-
tions, of classes. Hence, it is easily incorporated into state-based approaches.
Syntactically, the notion of inheritance, including multiple inheritance, is
easily captured by inclusion of the names of the superclasses at an appropri-
ate position in a class (usually before the other definitions). This inclusion is
analogous to schema inclusion in Z, i.e., the definitions from the superclasses
are in some way merged with those in the subclass.
Semantically, there are a number of pertinent issues. Firstly, which of
the definitions of the superclasses are inherited? VDM++ distinguishes be-
tween inheritance of state and inheritance of methods. MooZ enables public
definitions to be private in the subclass, i.e., not part of its objects’ inter-
faces. Object-Z enables definitions to be effectively removed by excluding
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them from the subclass’s visibility list. Secondly, how may inherited defini-
tions be redefined in the subclass? The mechanisms described for selective
inheritance of definitions allow cancelled definitions to be redefined in any
possible way within the subclass. In addition, MooZ, ZEST and Object-
Z utilize Z’s notions of schema inclusion or schema conjunction to extend
inherited definitions with further constraints in the subclass.
Due to such mechanisms for redefinition, the sharing of structure between
classes does not generally lead to their sharing of behavior. Therefore, in-
heritance must be suitably constrained to maintain subtyping. Early work
on ZEST [Cus91] included, as well as a general form of inheritance, a special
form of inheritance which ensured subtyping.
1.3.5 Polymorphism
Polymorphism may be specified based on collections of classes which are re-
lated by subtyping or inheritance, or chosen arbitrarily. It may occur either
implicitly or by use of explicit constructs. For example, in ZEST all objects
of a class A are implicitly also objects of any class B which is a superclass
of A. In Object-Z, an object belongs to only one class but notations exist
to declare an object whose class may be any from a particular inheritance
hierarchy, i.e., a given class and all its subclasses, or, more generally, from
an arbitrary set of classes.
1.4 Object-Z
Object-Z is an extension of Z in which the syntax and semantics of Z are
retained and new constructs are added to facilitate specification in an object-
oriented style. It was developed over a number of years by a team of re-
searchers at the University of Queensland, Australia [CDD+90, DKRS91,
DRS96, DR00, Smi00]. In this section, we present a specification of the
ODP trading function using the most current and complete definition of the
language [Smi00].
1.4.1 Classes
The major new construct in Object-Z is the class schema, often referred
to simply as a class. A class encapsulates a collection of definitions which
together describe the class’s objects. These definitions may include type
and constant definitions which are local to the class and cannot be used
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elsewhere, at most one state schema, at most one initial state schema, and
zero or more operations.
As an example, consider the following class of ODP trader objects, based
on the Z specification of Section 1.1.
Trader
policy : TradingPolicy
offers : PServiceOffer
∀ p, q : offers • first(p) = first(q)⇒ p = q
INIT
offers = ∅
ExportOK
∆(offers)
new offer? : ServiceOffer
new offer identifier ! : ServiceOfferIdentifier
(∀ p : offers • first(p) 6= first(new offer?))
offers ′ = offers ∪ {new offer?}
new offer identifier ! = first(new offer?)
SearchOK
criteria? : Criteria
preference? : Preference
search result ! : seq ServiceOffer
let suitable offers == offers ∩ criteria? ∩ policy .criteria;
modified preference == policy .modify preference(preference?) •
search result ! = modified preference(suitable offers)
The role of the schemas in a class are identified by their names. The state
schema is nameless, the initial state schema has, as its name, the reserved
word INIT , and all other schemas are operations.
The initial state schema differs from standard Z schemas in that it has
no declaration part. Instead, it is interpreted in an environment that has
been enriched with the state schema’s declarations and predicates. This is
equivalent to implicitly including the state schema in the initial state schema.
Similarly, the operations are interpreted in an environment enriched with
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the declarations and predicates of the state schema in both undecorated
and primed form. Operations also include a ∆-list of the state variables
which they may change. All other variables are implicitly unchanged (unless
otherwise indicated in the state schema [Smi00]).
Apart from syntactic differences between the Z and Object-Z specifica-
tions, there is also a major semantic difference. An operation rather than
having an undefined outcome, when its precondition is not true, is said to
be blocked , i.e., it cannot occur. Hence, there is no need to include an error
schema for the export operation as in the Z specification in Section 1.1.4.
Each of the definitions which can occur in a class are optional. For ex-
ample, the class Trader did not have any type or constant definitions. The
state variable policy is not changed by any of the operations and could have
been modeled as a constant. However, modeling it as a state variable allows
the class to be refined to include operations which change the trader’s policy
if desired.
An exporter class can be modeled as having a single state variable services
which models the services which the exporter may make available. The
initial values of services, like the variable policy of Trader , is undefined.
Hence, the exporter class is specified without an initial state schema as
follows.
Exporter
services : PService
Export
new offer identifier? : ServiceOfferIdentifier
new offer ! : ServiceOffer
first(new offer !) = new offer identifier?
second(new offer !) ∈ services
The operation Export of this class outputs a service offer corresponding to
one of the services in the set services. It also inputs the identifier of the
service offer in order to leave the origin of this identifier undefined.
An importer class can be specified without a state or initial state schema.
It simply comprises an operation Import which outputs a request in terms
of some criteria and a preference for ordering of returned service offers, and
inputs the sequence of returned service offers.
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Importer
Import
criteria! : Criteria
preference! : Preference
search result? : seqServiceOffer
1.4.2 Inheritance
Inheritance is denoted in Object-Z by including in the subclass the names
of the superclass before any other definitions. For example, a trader object
which is also an importer can be specified by inheriting both Trader and
Importer as follows.
TraderImporter
Trader
Importer
The definitions in the superclasses are merged with each other as well as
with those in the subclass. Hence the class TraderImporter is semantically
identical to the class Trader with the addition of the Import operation of
Importer .
When two or more superclasses have common-named schemas or a su-
perclass has a schema of the same name as a schema in the subclass, these
schemas are implicitly conjoined. For example, in the following class mod-
eling a trader object which is also an exporter, the state schema of Trader
is conjoined with that of Exporter , i.e., the state schema of TraderExporter
includes the declarations and predicates of both schemas.
TraderExporter
Trader
Exporter
Other types of objects which may occur in a trading system include those
that are both importers and exporters, and those that are importers, ex-
porters and traders. The classes of these objects are similarly defined using
inheritance as shown below.
ImporterExporter
Importer
Exporter
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TraderImporterExporter
Trader
ImporterExporter
Object-Z also enables inherited definitions to be renamed, extended and
cancelled, i.e., removed from the subclass’s interface. This is discussed in
detail by Smith [Smi00].
1.4.3 Polymorphism
A class in Object-Z may be used as a type, the values of which are identities
of objects of the class. The sets of identities, and hence objects, associated
with different classes are disjoint. However, polymorphic types, comprising
the identities of multiple classes, may be defined in Object-Z in two ways.
Firstly, the set of identities of all classes in a particular inheritance hi-
erarchy may be defined using the polymorphism operator ↓. For example,
the set of identities of objects of the class Trader or any subclass of Trader
is defined as ↓Trader . This set contains the identities of objects of Trader ,
TraderImporter , TraderExporter and TraderImporterExporter .
Secondly, the set of identities of an arbitrary set of classes may be defined
using the class union operator ∪. For example, a type Node corresponding
to the set of identities of all objects which may occur in a trading system
can be specified as follows.
Node == ↓Trader ∪ ↓Exporter ∪ ↓Importer
1.4.4 Objects
A system of objects is specified in Object-Z by a system class. A system
class, rather than including the objects directly as state variables or con-
stants, refers to them indirectly via their identities. This is similar to the
way pointers are used to indirectly refer to objects in object-oriented pro-
gramming languages. In Object-Z, it allows the types corresponding to the
objects’ classes to be used to construct the system class’s constant definitions
and state schema.
To access the constants and state variables of an object or specify the
application of an operation to it, a dot notation, also similar to that used
in object-oriented programming languages, is employed. That is, if class A
has a state variable x and an operation Op then, given an object identity
a : A, a.x denotes the value of the x variable of the object identified by a,
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and a.Op denotes the application of the operation Op of A to the object
identified by a. The notation a.INIT can also be employed to indicate that
the object identified by a is in an initial state.
To specify interactions between objects, Object-Z has a number of op-
eration operators. In particular, it has a parallel composition operator ‖
which can be used for specifying inter-object communication, and a scope
enrichment operator • which can be used to access object identities oc-
curring in sets or other aggregates. Both operators are illustrated in the
TradingCommunity class corresponding to a trading community.
The trading community specified in this class comprises a set of objects,
nodes, and a distinguished trader object, trader . The trader object is not
a member of nodes. Initially, nodes is empty and the trader object is in its
initial state, i.e., its set of offers are empty as defined in the class Trader of
Section 1.4.1.
TradingCommunity
trader : ↓Trader
nodes : PNode
trader 6∈ nodes
INIT
trader .INIT
nodes = ∅
AddNode
∆(nodes)
node? : Node
node? 6∈ nodes
nodes ′ = nodes ∪ {node?}
Export =̂ [ n : nodes | n ∈ ↓Exporter ] • trader .ExportOK ‖ n.Export
Import =̂ [n : nodes | n ∈ ↓Importer ] • trader .SearchOK ‖ n.Import
The operation AddNode models a new object joining nodes. The oper-
ations Export and Import model an object in nodes exporting a service to
the trader object, and importing a service from the trader object, respec-
tively. The first part of each operation (on the left-hand side of the scope
enrichment operator) declares a variable n which is the identity of an object
in nodes which is also an exporter, in the case of the Export operation, and
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an importer, in the case of the Import operation. This variable is added to
the scope, or environment, in which the second part of the operation (on
the right-hand side of the enrichment operator) is interpreted.
The operation Export models the object identified by n undergoing an
Export operation in parallel with the trader object undergoing an ExportOK
operation. Similarly, the operation Import models the object identified by
n undergoing an Import operation in parallel with the trader object under-
going a SearchOK operation. The parallel operator conjoins the respective
operations, i.e., merges their declarations and conjoins their predicates, and,
in addition, identifies and equates input variables in either operation with
output variables in the other operation having the same basename, i.e., apart
from the ? or !. The identified input or output variables are hidden in the
resulting operation.
1.4.5 Aliasing
Adopting an approach to system specification based on referring to objects
via their identities can lead to aliasing within specifications. Often this is un-
desirable and must be avoided by explicit invariants such as that distinguish-
ing the trader object from those in nodes in the class TradingCommunity .
In other cases, however, aliasing can be used to model shared reference to
objects. For example, consider specifying a trading system which integrates
a number of trading communities. The objects of one community may also
belong to another community and objects may also have different roles in
different communities. Since object identities may be shared between vari-
ables, possibly belonging to different objects, this is specified naturally in
Object-Z without the need for any additional constraints as follows.
TradingSystem
comms : PTradingCommunity
INIT
∀ c : comms • c.INIT
AddNode =̂ [ c : comms ] • c.AddNode
Export =̂ [ c : comms ] • c.Export
Import =̂ [ c : comms ] • c.Import
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